English I GT Summer Reading

GT English I has a focus on art and culture through the study of fiction and drama. The Choice Reading Initiative (summer reading assignment) for high school GT students consists of a foundational text as well as the choice of an additional text at each grade level.

All 9th grade GT English students must read the play *Twelve Angry Men* by Reginald Rose as a foundational text.

Additionally, students should choose ONE or more of the following fiction selections to read:

- *A Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy* - Douglas Adams
- *An Abundance of Katherines* - John Green
- *Dawn* - Elie Weisel
- *Life of Pi* - Yann Martel
- *Secret Life of Bees* - Sue Monk Kidd
- *The Chosen* - Chaim Potok
- *The Princess Bride* - William Goldman